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Schenectady Area ERN : Summary
What an amazing year this has been! From concept to
inception to the day-to-day realities of what S.A.V.E. has
brought to our businesses and employees, this “dream” has
become reality. The numbers speak for themselves; the stories
add depth and context. Our SAERN Advisory Council has
developed into a team of colleagues intent on collectively
making the ERN model a success, not only for our own
businesses and employees, but also for the wider economic and
community impact that is in view as we move forward.

As we reflect back on 2014 there are so many
things to highlight, but this snapshot of results gives
a quick idea of the impact at various levels. From
corporate culture to “the bottom line” to
individuals/families to the wider community, it is
evident the ERN model has potential to significantly
impact how we do business in the future.
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At

Moving into 2015, we are excited to see what will unfold. With new business partners, adding
our second Success Coach, increased exposure through media and word of mouth, and wider
connection to services and
programs throughout the region,
the end of the day
we expect this to be a year of
growth and impact.

“it’s just good business”
because

“happy employees equal
happy clients”
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2014 : Employee Engagement
The following chart shows the number of distinct eligible employees (EE) for each ERN member.
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2014 : Utilization
The following chart shows the Success Coach utilization for each ERN member.

Schenectady Area ERN : Data Overview
The following quantitative and qualitative data represents
the entire Schenectady Area Employer Resource Network.
To date, Success Coach services and support are being
offered to over 1,200 employees across the (6) member
employers.

SAERN collective average (2014)
*see attachment on detailed explanation

Return on Investment
(ROI)

600%

SAERN collective total (2014)
See next page for details

Services Requested by
Employees

616

SAERN collective average (2014)
Retention rate represents the distinct eligible employees that accessed
Success Coach services and support.

Employee Retention Rate

92%

Included in this average:
7 out of 19 who did not retain employment were not from our target population
1 employee passed away
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Success Stories
February 2014: The employee needed assistance with HEAP and Food Stamp Recertification but
could not wait at DSS or SCAP due to work and childcare. An appointment was scheduled at SCAP
immediately following her work day and she received the necessary documents, which needed to
be turned in to DSS. Again posing a challenge due to work, and mailing is a concern due to them
"not being received". The Director of HEAP provide the fax number of the Commissioner for
submitting the documents. The response from the employee was "Wow! THANKS A MILLION this
helps a lot, I'll follow up with you when I'm done"
March 2014: The employee asked for information on dental insurance. There is no coverage and
an anticipated $10000.00 in services. I explained that most personal dental plans are not cost
effective once premiums, insurance fee schedules, copay and deductibles are calculated. I
referred them to the 1st Advantage Care program with a <$60 annual cost per person providing
a 20% discount. I also added a disclaimer that I a related to one of the Doctors.
April 2014: The employee stated that due to increased income she would no longer be receiving
food stamps. She stated that she had always looked forward to the day when she no longer
required assistance, and now that she is here she is struggling. We discussed the food pantry,
and coordinated a time with the deputy director of SICM for a lunch time pick - outside the
normal distribution hours. Upon her arrival, the door was locked, and she followed up with an
email to me. We are now coordinating a new pickup time with the knowledge that the doorbell is
to the right of the door. Proud that she took initiative instead of waiting for my next time.
May 2014: The part time employee received notification from CPS that the other parent was
arrested and the 3 children must be picked up. The employee had no clothing, food, or
furnishings for the children (and there was none at the other house). The other parent refused to
provide SSN, or Medicaid info – court date was 2 wks out. Within 24 hours connected with City
Mission Clothing room, SICM, appointment with Home Furnishings (Janet :)), requested id from
school for SSN, and email to DSS supervisor provided Medicaid info.
June 2014: The employee's young spouse has dementia. With limited resources, and some
language challenges, they needed to organize daycare. ERF made short term $ available but it
would not be sustainable, even after we negotiated for part time fee for full day service. Visiting
Nurses Long term home health is not avail with medicaid. Spouse not old enough for Senior Eddy
in Sch County. Consumer Directed Personal Assistance Services was difficult to navigate. Case
worker for the disability had no information. Doctor had no information but would be happy to
complete any necessary paperwork. Finally spoke with the "right" person at CDPHP Medicaid Daughter's of Sarah is an in network day facility and transportation will be provided. The spouse
begins Adult Health Daycare on July 14 from 8-4:30 five days a week.
July 2014: Employee was referred to me due to choices on the job which were not consistent with
the business' policies. Even though he worked hard and was well liked, his choices were not
tolerated and created discord among his peers. We had a direct conversation based on Steven
Covey's emotional bank account and identified where he was making deposits and withdrawals.
He recognized MANY withdrawals, and he set goals to correct some of these within the next
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week. At our second meeting he stated that this was easier than he thought, and that work was
actually less stressful because he was making good choices and didn't need to worry about being
"found out".
August 2014: The employee is several years into foreclosing on the home. Due to type of
foreclosure none of the agencies are able to assist. Worked with the employee to understand the
foreclosure process and secure housing upon foreclosure. Additionally, there are household
challenges with finances. Invited a family member in to assist with their job search, resume and
referral to the Career Training Center.
September 2014: An employee was referred to me by the supervisor. There is a concern with
winter coming that it will be a challenge to get to work. There is typically a 30 minute walk to
work after dropping off a child at childcare. It is unknown how the weather will impact the
commute. A car is too expensive and there is no permit at this time. CDTA has a schedule that
does not work. Discussed the anticipated impact of a large snowfall, and how to have a
conversation with the caregiver for a 15 minute earlier drop off on certain occasions regarding
weather. Also looked at the cost of a cab and how to "find" money including reaching out to the
food pantry beginning now to prepare, and CDCCC to identify eligibility for the Workforce
Institute subsidy.
October 2014: The employee has a special needs daughter and was losing her Wednesday
childcare. She was on the waiting list for a services coordinator for November possibly. Called
Jane at ARC to see if they had immediate availability. The employee stopped by; with a smile and
thumbs up said, “I have been trying to get a service coordinator for two years. 24 hours after
talking with you, I have one….And I even have her name!”
November 2014: The employee was very upset regarding her spouse. The dynamics were
unhealthy and she feared the only solution was divorce. Over many appointments, we discussed
the Karpman triangle and how it related to her issues. Additionally we worked up to contacting
the EAP for counseling. When she finally scheduled with a therapist she was very afraid of her
spouse's response. We organized language for that discussion to remain productive with the
focus on her. Feedback was that the discussion went much better than expected. There has been
no pushback, and she is open to including him at the appointments down the road.
December 2014: An employee was injured off the job. The injury required a doctor release to
return to work but the employee did not have insurance. Connected the employee with Capital
City Rescue Mission and he was on his way to a free appointment within 45 minutes.
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Explanation of ROI
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